HVG Booklist: Leadership, Team Building, Communications and Resilience...
Author
Belbin, R
Meredith
Blanchard, Ken

Title
Management Teams – Why
They Succeed or Fail
Leadership and The One
Minute Manager
Don’t sweat the small stuff
Nasty People

Subject
The original source on Belbin’s team personality
types
The perfect introduction to situational
leadership. It’s all about horses for courses.
Carlson, Richard
Bestseller on prioritising better in life
Carter, Jay
Spotting invalidation and working out how to
deal with it
Christopher,
Negotiating Skills for Business Self-explanatory and very accessible, on a useful
Elizabeth M
theme
Covey, Stephen
The 7 Habits of Highly
...Powerful lessons in Personal Change – this
Effective People
classic has stood the test of time since first
published in the ‘70s
Esler, Gavin
Lessons from the Top
Fascinating take from the broadcaster on the
narratives that successful business people can
create around themselves
Gallo, Carmine
Talk like TED
Best of the public speaking primers
Gladwell, Malcom The Tipping Point
When you’re a leader it’s worth sweating the
small things. The Tipping Point explains why.
Gordon, Jon
The Energy Bus
Life isn’t always great. The Energy Bus explains
how to be a positive leader even when times are
tough
Gray, Dave;
Game Storming
If you’re looking to jazz up staff development,
Brown, Sunni &
this is a playbook for innovators and ruleMacanufo, James
breakers
Grant, Adam
Originals: how nonWant to improve at championing your best
conformists change the world ideas? Originals is for you
Grant, Adam
Give and Take: why helping
Give and takes brilliantly articulates why helping
others drives our success
others makes you a more effective leader
Grout, Jeff &
What do Leaders Really Do?
Close analysis of leaders and what they do to
Fisher, Liz
give themselves a real advantage in leadership
Harvard Business On Leadership
Extremely useful compendium of 10 of the most
Review
persuasive Harvard business gurus
Heppel, Michael
Flip It!
Getting to where you want to go by reframing
things and acting anew
Hudson, Mike
Managing without profit –
A textbook that has been through many editions
The Art of Managing Third
and is still valid in the 21st Century
Sector Organisations
Johnson, Spencer Who Moved my Cheese
A parable about how to become a more
effective leader of change

Author
Jones, Robert

Title
The Big Idea

Kahneman,
Daniel
Khan, Salman

Thinking Fast and Slow

Kotter, John P

Leading Change

Kotter, John P

Our Iceberg is Melting

Leahy, Terry

Management in Ten Words

Lencioni, Patrick

The Five Dysfunctions of a
Team
You Can’t Win A Fight With
Your Boss

Markert, Tom

The One World School House

Middleton, Julia

Beyond Authority

Morgan, Gareth

Images of Organization

Peters, Steve

The Chimp Paradox

Pink, Daniel H

Drive: The Truth About What
Motivates Us
The Element
Nonviolent Communication

Robinson, Ken
Rosenberg,
Marshall
Simon, George K

Sinek, Simon
Skelton, Arnie &
Ingham-Cook,
Diane
Skelton, Arnie &
Ingham-Cook,
Diane
St John, Richard

In Sheep’s Clothing –
Understanding and Dealing
With Manipulative People
Leaders Eat Last

Subject
How Big Ideas help many businesses and work
teams develop a fundamental understanding of
their purpose
How we’re rational and irrational… and what we
can do to be far more effective
The Author gave a very absorbing TED talk and
this is the re-imagining of education, developed
into a book
A seminal book from the guru of change
leadership
A parable of change, perfect for those with not
much time and lovers of penguins!
Tips and a narrative for success, from CEO of
Tesco
A compelling account of what regularly goes
wrong – even with High-performing teams
Highly readable series of reflections on the
declared theme of this book – every
organisation should have a copy
Musing on what it takes to lead in a changing
world, by the Head of Common Purpose
An original take on the different ways in which
organisations perceive themselves
Ever wondered how you could better manage
your mind?
Gets under the skin of what really motivates
people and, guess what, it’s not money
Finding your passion; how to get in the zone
Best-seller on better ways to communicate

The Wizard Book of
Management

Useful source book by American clinical
psychologist on how to deal with ‘difficult’
people
How to become a strong and effective leader for
your team
100 top tips to energise leadership and to make
it more effective

Are you sitting comfortably?

Stories to inspire modern leaders

The 8 Traits Successful People Readable and cheerfully illustrated source book
Have in Common
on how to succeed as a leader

Author
Syed, Matthew

Title
Bounce

Syed, Matthew

Black Box Thinking

Thaler and
Sustain

Nudge: Improving decisions
about health, wealth and
happiness
Hearts, Smarts, Guts and
Luck

Tjan, Anthony K;
Harrington, RJ;
Hsieh, Tsun-Yan
Whitmore, John

Coaching for Performance

Subject
The power of practice, achieving excellence and
how it’s available to all
How marginal gains are the secret to high
performance
Want to know how to become more influential?
This is the book for you.
A recent book on what it takes to be
entrepreneurial; becoming a textbook on
resilience
Now in its 4th edition, a very handy source book
on how to coach people

Leadership Videos
Theme

What to look up on YouTube or TED talks:

Resilience

TED Talk: (The Price of Fame - Monica Lewinski)

Inspiring a Leader

Invictus Clip: Nelson Mandela and Francois Pinenaar (Invictus
meeting)

Inspiring a Team

Al Pacino in the locker room: (Al Pacino best speech - Any Given
Sunday)

Rethinking Team behaviours

Shift Happens:
Did You Know (Officially updated for 2019)

Confronting Bullies

(Woody Allen speech from movie The Front)

The unexpected

Antwerp Station (Grease - Central Station Antwerp) & (Historic
flashmob in Antwerp train station, do re mi)

Stay Hungry, stay foolish

(Steve Jobs’ 2005 Stanford Commencement Address)

Starting a Movement

TED Talk: (Derek Sivers: how to start a movement)

Everyday Leadership

TED Talk: (Everyday Leadership - Drew Dudley)

Have a go

(NFL – Why you should never give up on yourself)

Bad day at the Death Star

(Eddie Izzard – Death Star Canteen)

Theme

What to look up on YouTube or TED talks:

Reframing it

TED Talk: (Stacey Kramer: The best gift I ever survived)

Transformation

TED Talk: (The transformative power of classical music - Benjamin
Zander)

Why it All Matters

(Carl Sagan and the Pale Blue Dot - "You are here")

Unless...

TED Talk: (Why you will fail to have a great career - Larry Smith)

How to speak well

TED Talk: (How to speak so that people want to listen - Julian
Treasure)

Feeling Safe

TED Talk: (Why good leaders make you feel safe - Simon Sinek)

Leadership Podcasts
Theme

Podcast

Creating Disney Magic

Short podcast, featuring tips on effective leadership from the former
executive VP of Operations for Disney.

Dear HBR

Practical tips on management from the team at Harvard Business
School..

Entrleadership

Features interviews with a range of thought leaders. Covers a huge
range of topics.

HBR Ideas Cast

A podcast packed with leadership and organisational development
ideas. Perfect for the volunteer leader looking to do things
differently.
Covers a huge range of topics relating to leadership and running a
department or business.

Work Life

Work Life: with Adam Grant

Organisational physiologist, Adam Grant, discusses a range of topics
relating to leadership and organisational development.

